We propose an algorithm for isolating the real solutions of semi-algebraic systems, which has been implemented as a Maple-program realzero. The performance of realzero in solving some examples from various applications is presented and the timings are reported.
Introduction
By semi-algebraic systems, we mean systems of polynomial equations, inequalities and inequations. More precisely, we call        p 1 (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x s ) = 0, . . . , p n (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x s ) = 0, g 1 (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x s ) ≥ 0, . . . , g r (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x s ) ≥ 0, g r+1 (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x s ) > 0, . . . , g t (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x s ) > 0, h 1 (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x s ) = 0, . . . , h m (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x s ) = 0,
(1) a semi-algebraic system (sas for short), where n, s ≥ 1, r, t, m ≥ 0 and p i , g j , h k are all polynomials in x 1 , . . . , x s with integer coefficients. Furthermore, we always assume that {p 1 , . . . , p n } has only a finite number of common zeros.
Many problems in both practice and theory can be reduced to problems of solving sas. For example, we may mention some special cases of the "p-3-p" problem (Folke, 1994) which originates from computer vision, the problem of constructing limit cycles for plane differential systems (Ma and Zheng, 1994) and the problem of automated discovering and proving for geometric inequalities (Yang et al., 1999 (Yang et al., , 2001 . Moreover, many problems in geometry, topology and differential dynamical systems are expected to be solved by translating them into certain semi-algebraic systems. There are two classical methods, Tarski's method (Tarski, 1951) and the cylindrical algebraic decomposition method proposed by Collins (1975) , for solving semi-algebraic systems.
Counting and isolating real solutions are two key problems in the study of the real solutions of a sas from the viewpoint of symbolic computation. Some effective methods for attacking the first problem are those using trace forms or the rational univariate representation (Pedersen et al., 1993; Gonzalez-Vega et al., 1999) and the algorithm proposed by Xia and Hou (2002) . Usually, these methods may suggest some algorithms for attacking the second problem. In this paper, combining the algorithms such as the Ritt-Wu method (Wu, 1986) and the wr algorithm (Yang et al., 1995) for solving systems of polynomial equations with the Uspensky algorithm (Collins and Loos, 1983) for isolating real zeros of a univariate polynomial, we present an algorithm for isolating the real solutions of semi-algebraic systems which, in some sense, can be viewed as a generalization of the Uspensky algorithm. Our algorithm appears to be practical in solving many problems from various applications though it is not complete in theory.
Basic Algorithm
In this paper, all the polynomials, if not specified, are in Z[x 1 , . . . , x s ]. For any polynomial P with positive degree, the leading variable x l of P is the one with greatest index l that effectively appears in P . By a triangular set, we mean a set of polynomials
If the ideal generated by p 1 , . . . , p n is zero dimensional, then it is well known that the Ritt-Wu method, Gröbner basis methods or subresultant methods can be used to transform the system of equations into one or more systems in triangular form (see, for example, Buchberger, 1985; Wu, 1986; Yang et al., 1995; Wang, 1998; Aubry et al., 1999) . Therefore, in Sections 2 and 3, we only consider triangular sets and the problem we discuss is to isolate the real solutions of the following system
where s ≥ 1, r, t, m ≥ 0 and {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f s } is a normal ascending chain (Yang et al., 1995) (also see Definition 2.3 and Remark 4 in this section). We call a system in this form a triangular semi-algebraic system (tsa for short).
Definition 2.1. Given a polynomial g(x), let resultant(g, g x , x) be the Sylvester resultant of g and g x with respect to x, where g x means the derivative of g(x) with respect to x. We call it the discriminant of g with respect to x and denote it by dis(g, x) or simply by dis(g) if its meaning is clear.
Definition 2.2. Given a polynomial g and a triangular set {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f s }, let
q s := g, q s−i := prem(q s−i+1 , f s−i+1 , x s−i+1 ), i = 1, 2, . . . , s, where resultant(p, q, x) means the Sylvester resultant of p, q with respect to x and prem(p, q, x) means the pseudo-remainder of p divided by q with respect to x.
Let r i−1 and q i−1 (1 ≤ i ≤ s) be denoted by res(g, f s , . . . , f i ) and prem(g, f s , . . . , f i ) and called the resultant and pseudo-remainder of g with respect to the triangular set {f i , f i+1 , . . . , f s }, respectively. Definition 2.3. Given a triangular set {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f s }, denote by I i (i = 1, . . . , s) the leading coefficient of f i in x i . A triangular set {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f s } is called a normal ascending chain if res(I i , f i−1 , . . . , f 1 ) = 0 for i = 2, . . . , s. Note that I 1 = 0 follows from the definition of a triangular set. Remark 1. A normal ascending chain is also called a regular chain by Kalkbrener (1993) and a regular set by D. M. .
Definition 2.4. Let a tsa be given as defined in (2), called T . For every f i (i ≥ 2), let CP f2 = dis(f 2 , x 2 ) and
We define CP T (x 1 ) = 2≤i≤s CP fi · 1≤j≤t CP gj · 1≤k≤m CP h k , and call it the critical polynomial of the system T with respect to x 1 . We also denote CP T (x 1 ) by CP or CP(x 1 ) if its meaning is clear.
Remark 2. Let a tsa T be given and denote by T 1 the system formed by deleting f 1 (x 1 ) from T . In T 1 , we view x 1 as a parameter and let it vary continuously on the real number axis. From Theorem 2.1, we know that the number of distinct real solutions of T 1 will remain fixed provided that x 1 varies on an interval in which there are no real zeros of CP T (x 1 ). That is why CP T (x 1 ) is called the critical polynomial of the system T .
Definition 2.5. A tsa is regular if resultant(f 1 (x 1 ), CP(x 1 ), x 1 ) = 0.
Remark 3. According to Definition 2.5, for a regular tsa, no CP h k (1 ≤ k ≤ m) has common zeros with f 1 (x 1 ), which implies that every solution of {f 1 = 0, . . . , f s = 0} satisfies h k = 0(1 ≤ k ≤ m). Thus if a tsa is regular we can omit the h k 's in it without loss of generality. Similarly, every solution of {f 1 = 0, . . . , f s = 0} satisfies g j = 0(1 ≤ j ≤ t). That is to say, each of the inequalities g j ≥ 0(1 ≤ j ≤ r) in a regular tsa can be treated as g j > 0.
regular tsas
Given two polynomials p(x), q(x) ∈ Z[x], suppose p(x) and q(x) have no common zeros, i.e. resultant(p, q, x) = 0, and α 1 < α 2 < · · · < α n are all distinct real zeros of p(x). By the modified Uspensky algorithm (Collins and Loos, 1983) , we can obtain a sequence of intervals,
are all rational numbers, and (4) the maximal size of each isolating interval can be less than any positive number given in advance. Because p(x) and q(x) have no common zeros, the intervals can also satisfy (5) no zeros of q(x) are in any [a i , b i ].
In the following we denote an algorithm to do this by nearzero(p, q, x), or nearzero(p, q, x, ) if the maximal size of the isolating intervals is specified to be not greater than a positive number .
Theorem 2.1. Let a regular tsa be given. Suppose f 1 (x 1 ) has n distinct real zeros; then, by calling nearzero(f 1 , CP(x 1 ), x 1 ) we can obtain a sequence of intervals,
and the system
have the same number of distinct real solutions and,
Proof. Because the tsa is regular, f 1 has no common zeros with the critical polynomial CP(x 1 ). So, by calling nearzero(f 1 , CP(x 1 ), x 1 ) we can get a sequence of intervals which satisfies the five conditions of nearzero. If s = 1, the conclusion is obvious. So, suppose 
irregular tsas
In this subsection, we discuss irregular tsas and give a theorem which guarantees that we can always assume a given system to be regular, without loss of generality. Our main tool is the wr algorithm (Yang et al., 1995) . Here are some related definitions and results. Definition 2.6. (Yang ET AL., 1995) A normal ascending chain {f 1 , . . . , f s } is simplicial with respect to a polynomial g if either prem(g, f s , . . . , f 1 ) = 0 or res(g, f s , . . . , f 1 ) = 0. Theorem 2.2. (Yang ET AL., 1995) For a triangular set AS : {f 1 , . . . , f s } and a polynomial g, there is an algorithm which can decompose AS into some normal ascending chains AS i : {f i1 , f i2 , . . . , f is }(1 ≤ i ≤ n), such that every chain is simplicial with respect to g and this decomposition satisfies that Zero(AS) = 1≤i≤n Zero(AS i ), where Zero(·) means the set of zeros of a given system. Remark 4. This decomposition is called the wr decomposition of AS with respect to g and the algorithm is called the wr algorithm. D. M. proposed a similar decomposition algorithm. By Theorem 2.2, we always consider the triangular set {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f s } that appears in a tsa as a normal ascending chain, without loss of generality.
Definition 2.7. Given a polynomial with general symbolic coefficients, f (x) = a 0 x n + a 1 x n−1 + · · · + a n , the following 2n × 2n matrix in terms of the coefficients,
is called the discrimination matrix of f (x), and denoted by Discr(f ). Denote by d k the determinant of the submatrix of Discr(f ), formed by the first k rows and the first k columns for k = 1, 2, . . . , 2n.
Definition 2.9. (Loos, 1983 ) Let D t k be the submatrix of Discr(f ), formed by the first 2n − 2k rows, the first 2n − 2k − 1 columns and the (2n − 2k + t)th column, where
Definition 2.10. (Loos, 1983) 
Theorem 2.3. (Yang ET AL., 1996) Suppose {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f j } is a normal ascending chain, where K is a field and f i ∈ K[x 1 , . . . , x i ], (i = 1, 2, . . . , j) and f (x) = a 0 x n + a 1 x n−1 + · · · + a n−1 x + a n is a polynomial in
Theorem 2.4. For an irregular tsa T , there is an algorithm which can decompose T into regular systems T i . Let all the distinct real solutions of a given system be denoted by Rzero(·); then this decomposition satisfies Rzero(T ) = Rzero(T i ).
Proof. For T , resultant(f 1 , CP, x 1 ) = 0.
• If there is some CP h k such that resultant(f 1 , CP h k , x 1 ) = 0, do the wr decomposition of {f 1 , . . . , f s } with respect to h k and, without loss of generality, suppose we get two new chains {A 1 , . . . , A s } and {B 1 , . . . , B s }, in which prem(h k , A s , . . . , A 1 ) = 0 but res(h k , B s , . . . , B 1 ) = 0. If we replace {f 1 , . . . , f s } by {B 1 , . . . , B s } in T , the new system is regular and has the same real solutions as those of the original system. Obviously, another system obtained by replacing {f 1 , . . . , f s } with {A 1 , . . . , A s } in T , has no real solutions.
• If there is some CP gj such that resultant(f 1 , CP gj , x 1 ) = 0, do the wr decomposition of {f 1 , . . . , f s } with respect to g j and suppose we get {A 1 , . . . , A s } and {B 1 , . . . , B s }, in which prem(g j , A s , . . . , A 1 ) = 0 but res(g j , B s . . . , B 1 ) = 0. Now, if g j > 0 in T , we simply replace {f 1 , . . . , f s } by {B 1 , . . . , B s }. The new system is regular and has the same real solutions as those of the original system. If g j ≥ 0 in T , we first get a new system T 1 by replacing {f 1 , . . . , f s } with {B 1 , . . . , B s } and then, get another new system T 2 by replacing {f 1 , . . . , f s } with {A 1 , . . . , A s } and deleting g j from it. These two systems are both regular and we have Rzero(T ) = Rzero(T 1 ) Rzero(T 2 ).
• If there is some CP fi such that resultant(f 1 , CP fi , 
. . ,Ā i−1 ). Now, letf i be the pseudo-quotient of f i divided by gcd(f i , f i ) and replace {f 1 , . . . , f i−1 , f i } with {Ā 1 , . . . ,Ā i−1 ,f i }, the new system will be regular. If the new regular systems are T j (1 ≤ j ≤ j i ), it is easy to see that Rzero(T ) = 1≤j≤ji Rzero(T j ).
This completes the proof. 2
Lifting and Recursion
By Theorem 2.4, we need only to consider regular tsas. For a regular tsa, by calling nearzero(f 1 (x 1 ), CP(x 1 ), x 1 ), we can get a sequence of intervals satisfying the five conditions of the algorithm nearzero. How do we make use of these isolating intervals of f 1 (x 1 ) to get those of f 2 (x 2 ), . . . , f s (x s )?
Consider f 2 (x 1 , x 2 ) and an isolating interval [a, b] of f 1 (x 1 ) obtained by nearzero (f 1 (x 1 ), CP(x 1 ), x 1 ) and suppose that x (0) is the zero of f 1 (x 1 ) in [a, b] . Let f 2 be viewed as a curve in the plane R 2 , by Theorem 2.1, for any α 1 , α 2 ∈ [a, b], the number of intersection points of x 1 = α 1 and f 2 (x 1 , x 2 ) is equal to that of x 1 = α 2 and f 2 (x 1 , x 2 ). Especially, that is true for α 1 = a and α 2 = b. Let x 2 be regarded as a function of x 1 implicitly defined by f 2 , then
Noting that
and the tsa is regular, we have that , f 2 has no zeros on [a, b] . That is to say, [a, b] can be small enough so that x 2 , regarded as a function of x 1 implicitly defined by f 2 , is monotonic when x 1 is on [a, b] . Therefore, we can get the isolating intervals of f 2 (x (0) , x 2 ) by making use of those isolating intervals of f 2 (a, x 2 ) and f 2 (b, x 2 ). More generally, we have the following definitions and algorithms.
Given a regular tsa T , for 2 ≤ i ≤ s, 1 ≤ j < i, let
Algorithm: REALZERO
Input: a regular tsa T (1) and an optional parameter, w, indicating the maximal sizes of the output intervals on x 1 , . . . , x s ; Output: isolating intervals of real solutions of T (1) or reports fail.
Step
Step 2. FOR I in S (i) DO
Step 2a.
be the set of the vertices of the i-dimensional cube I.
Step 2b. Let 1 ≤ j ≤ |V I |;
delete the first i equations; denote the other equations still by f l (i + 1 ≤ l ≤ s);
denote the new system by T
IF any two intervals in R (i+1) intersect OR the maximal size of these intervals is greater than w THEN I ← SHR(I); # SHR is a subalgorithm given below go back to Step 2a ELSE S
Step 3.
, i ← i + 1; If i < s, then go to Step 2.
Step 4.
and check whether g j > 0 or not. If all the inequalities are satisfied, output I.
Output: a k-dimensional cube I ⊂ I 0 .
Step 0.
Step 2. Let V I be the set of the vertices of the i-dimensional cube I;
delete the first i equations of it; denote the new system by T
END DO When nearzero is called to compute Q i+1 j , let the maximal size of the intervals be 1 10 of that we used to compute R i+1 j in REALZERO.
by the same way as we
Remark 5. The correctness of the algorithm REALZERO is implied by Theorem 2.1 and the discussions at the beginning of Section 3.
Remark 6. In the steps of REALZERO, calling nearzero(f i (x i ), CP · MP, x i ) aims at getting the isolating intervals of f i (x i ) that have the following two properties. (1) The property stated in Theorem 2.1; (2) Every x j (j > i), when viewed as a function of x i implicitly defined by f j , is monotonic on each isolating interval. The first property is guaranteed by Theorem 2.1 because the tsa is regular but the second one is not guaranteed. So, in some cases the algorithm does not work. For example, in the case that some zero of f 1 (x 1 ) is an extreme point of x 2 that is viewed as a function of x 1 implicitly defined by f 2 .
Remark 7. When REALZERO does not work, we have tried the following method. Let x 1 = y 1 , x 2 = y 1 + y 2 , . . . , x s = y 1 + y 2 + · · · + y s ; then the original tsa T is transformed into a new tsa T in variables y 1 , . . . , y s and we hope that REALZERO works on T . It does work on some problems but the correctness of the method has not been proved yet.
We illustrate the algorithm REALZERO in detail by the following simple example which we encountered while solving a geometric constraint problem.
Example 1. Given a regular tsa,
by REALZERO, we take the following steps to get the isolating intervals.
Step 1. MP T (1) (x) = (5x 2 + 22)(110x 2 + 529) and CP T (1) (x) = x(4 + 5x 2 )(7 + 2x 2 ) up to some non-zero constants. Because resultant(f 1 (x), MP T (1) (x), x) = 0, we get
Obviously, the first interval need not be considered in the following. So S Step 2a. V I = {v Step 2c. Merge R
1 and R
2 into R (2) : Step 3. Because S (1) has only one interval, we have
Step 2 for S (2) .
Step 2a. S (2) has only one element I = 
2 ) = 
3 ) = Step 2c. Merge R Because S (2) has only one element, we have 
Realzero and Examples
Following the discussion at the beginning of Section 2, we propose a method for isolating the real solutions of general semi-algebraic systems sas by combining the algorithm REALZERO with the Ritt-Wu method and the algorithm given in Theorem 2.4. Our method has been implemented as a Maple program realzero. In general, for a sas, the computation of realzero consists of three main steps. First, by the Ritt-Wu method, transform the system of equations into one or more systems in triangular form. In our implementation, we use wsolve (D. K. , a program which realizes Wu's method under Maple. Second, for each component, check whether it is a regular tsa and, if not, transform it into regular tsas by Theorem 2.4. Third, apply REALZERO to each resulting regular tsa. In this section, we report some examples computed by our program realzero. The performance of the program is presented in the appendices.
There are three basic kinds of calling sequences for a sas defined in Section 1: The command realzero returns a list of isolating intervals for all real solutions of the input system or reports that the method does not work on some components. If the 6th parameter "width", a positive number, is given, the maximal size of the output intervals is less than or equal to this number. If the 6th parameter is a list of positive numbers, [w 1 , . . . , w s ], the maximal sizes of the output intervals on x 1 , . . . , x s are less than or equal to w 1 , . . . , w s , respectively. If the 6th parameter is omitted, the most convenient width is used for each interval returned. That is to say, the isolating intervals for certain x i are returned provided that they do not intersect with each other. 
